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Q1 Which of the following workshops/meetings did you attend 
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Total Respondents: 20  

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Equity Rubric

Film and Discussion: The Mask You Live In 

Peralta Data Resources

Office 365/Peralta Portal 

Hybrid Teaching 

Accreditation Brown-Bag Q&A

Affordable Learning/OER 

How to Support the Emotionally Distressed Student 

Purchasing Q&A

Assessment of SLOs, ILOs, PLOs

Introducing Alma and Primo

Updating Laney Webpage

Incorporating Study Skills in Your Classroom  

Divison Meeting 

Department Meeting 
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Q2 Were there workshops/meetings that you found particularly useful or
engaging and why?

Answered: 19 Skipped: 2

# RESPONSES DATE

1 To learn about more resources that office 365 can do. 8/20/2019 6:11 PM

2 Data resources workshop is very useful for us to look for data. To learn from other faculty
members' OER experience and/or difficulties for a better service.

8/19/2019 9:12 AM

3 Film and Discussion: The Mask You Live In because it reflects today's world we live in and the
news about bullying, racism, and gun violence.

8/19/2019 8:50 AM

4 OER, The Mask You Live IN 8/18/2019 6:27 PM

5 How to Support Emotionally Distressed Student was excellent; very practical useful information
Hybrid classes and Incorporating Study Skills were very good also

8/18/2019 5:34 PM

6 Hybrid Teaching 8/18/2019 4:53 PM

7 The movie (The Mask You Live In) was particularly engaging and moving. It's the kind of movie
that everyone should see, because that issue is so rarely discussed and it affects so many
things. It would have been great to have even more time to discuss it. "How to support the
emotionally distressed student" provided super-helpful handbooks and information for tricky
situations. I'm very glad they put together this handbook, and I'll bet we could have used
another hour to discuss scenarios.

8/18/2019 3:21 PM

8 How to support emotional distressed students 8/18/2019 2:45 PM

9 Equity Rubric, Emotionally Distressed Student, Study Skills: all provided very particular,
operational information, concrete practices I will likely utilize.

8/18/2019 1:28 PM

10 Study Skills! -- I think it's a great, caring, practical system that can be adopted &/or adapted by
nearly ANY instructor, and can REALLY HELP STUDENTS in a super-legitimate way! Dept.
Mtg was good, but we ran out of time. Accred. brown-bag was helpful from my biased point-of-
view!

8/18/2019 10:53 AM

11 I was very confused about equity and diversity in terms of my role as an instructor, but after
attending the Equity Rubric and How to Support the Emotionally Distressed Student workshops,
I think I have a pretty good idea now.

8/18/2019 9:07 AM

12 Dual Enrollment on Peralta Day 8/18/2019 7:39 AM

13 N/A 8/17/2019 9:54 PM

14 How to Support the Emotionally Distressed Student Very much needed! 8/17/2019 6:48 PM

15 Yes thought provoking and practical 8/17/2019 6:13 PM

16 Yes, the film was excellent to see and caused me to read some reviews (which were not terrible
flattering).

8/17/2019 5:57 PM

17 Since I was presenting, my focus was there, but I enjoyed the data resources workshop as I
use data in my work and found it very helpful.

8/17/2019 5:19 PM

18 Incorporating study skills in the classroom--inspiring, practical, pedagogy-focused The Mask
You Live In--personally I was very affected, though I made fewer connections to my teaching
practice

8/17/2019 5:08 PM

19 Yes 8/17/2019 4:49 PM
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Q3 Are there any types of workshops, or topics for workshops, that you
would like to see in the future?

Answered: 15 Skipped: 6

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I think we can keep this workshop in a semester base. 8/20/2019 6:11 PM

2 Awareness and safety training. 8/19/2019 8:50 AM

3 Canvas 8/18/2019 6:27 PM

4 More on pedagogy, effective teaching techniques and classroom activities, classroom
management, working with African American students

8/18/2019 5:34 PM

5 More on incorporating the latest technology, as well as classroom/grading management
techniques.

8/18/2019 4:53 PM

6 How to help students with financial aid, how to help students navigate the admission and
counselor process

8/18/2019 2:45 PM

7 n/a 8/18/2019 1:28 PM

8 1. The entire faculty and classified workforce needs training on how to effectively participate in
a shared-governance system. 2. I think some direct presentation on the effectiveness of
building sustainability and human rights issues into our curricula would be helpful to a lot of
faculty who are either afraid of appearing biased, or are unfamiliar with current ethical
standards.

8/18/2019 10:53 AM

9 We ran out of time in the Equity Rubric workshop, so it would be good to have the rest of the
content in the future. How to Support the Emotionally Distressed Students Workshop and
workshops on Safety deal with ongoing issues that instructors face, so it would be good to keep
instructors updated often.

8/18/2019 9:07 AM

10 no 8/18/2019 7:39 AM

11 Anything that could be/go beyond "beginner"-level of anything rather than the same stuff again
and again.

8/17/2019 9:54 PM

12 Hands on Canvas how to workshop 8/17/2019 5:57 PM

13 Presentation on state of college. This year we got no update. Maybe in Oct? 8/17/2019 5:29 PM

14 Teaching learners on the autism spectrum 8/17/2019 5:08 PM

15 Yes 8/17/2019 4:49 PM
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Q4 Were there any aspects of the day that you would like to see
improved/changed? 

Answered: 16 Skipped: 5
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 N/A. 8/20/2019 6:11 PM

2 College of Alameda have no air conditioning in the rooms to keep the rooms cool from the
recent hot and sunny weather.

8/19/2019 8:50 AM

3 The Data workshop could have been so much better if a skilled instructor/teacher had worked
with Clifton to teach the info, rather than just quickly go from webpage to webpage. It was
important information unclearly presented :(. He even ended early!

8/18/2019 5:34 PM

4 I was lucky, but there weren't enough lunches for others. Overall, however, I witnessed grace
under fire.

8/18/2019 4:53 PM

5 I generally liked the structure of the day. But it was a lot crammed into one day - with 1-hour
workshops, they all felt somewhat rushed, and there was not really much time for bathroom
breaks. I had to skip a workshop to get a break. But it did keep things moving to have lots of
short workshops, so nothing had a chance to get boring. I liked the variety of workshops and I
liked that there were several to choose from in each time slot. Having the division and
department meetings at the end of the day was a good idea... probably people were less likely
to go home early, because those meetings are important.

8/18/2019 3:21 PM

6 Longer time for dept meeeting 8/18/2019 2:45 PM

7 Many workshops had to be cut short or rushed due to several factors. I would have liked to
have heard everything the presenters had planned. Perhaps slightly longer meeting times for
certain sessions or have more two-parters?

8/18/2019 1:28 PM

8 I actually filled out 2 tickets by mistake, but there must be quite a few people who did not
register because food ran out by the time I got to the table, and all those after me had to grab
what's left of breakfast. Maybe tickets can be collected/checked at the breakfast table in the
morning next time? That way, there is a little bit of time to make sure there is enough of food?
Thank you!

8/18/2019 9:07 AM

9 no 8/18/2019 7:39 AM

10 Some type of linkage/development over time so that there's an actual element of "development"
from Point A to Point B to Point C. As-is we just have the same basic stuff over and over again.

8/17/2019 9:54 PM

11 More food. I missed lunch 8/17/2019 6:13 PM

12 Have presenters respect time and likewise ask attendees to be on time. Schedule said meeting
went to, for example, 10:50am. The workshops went to 11am, so everyone was late to the next
meeting. This is was very unorganized and caused a lot of attendees to be walking into new
workshops 10-20 minutes late.

8/17/2019 5:57 PM

13 Dept. meetings were too late. We had poor attendance in parrt due to late hour. Please change
to am or early pm.

8/17/2019 5:29 PM

14 As a presenter, I found it very uncomfortable to have no tech support. The first day, district day,
we were only able to get up and running because. we had COA attendees who contacted tech
support for us (no sound at all in the tech lab). Yesterday, we had no support either and did not
know the password to get online; we did guess after several attempts. The sound was very bad
and no one could hear our video clips. We had expected to be in the same lab as Thursday and
had already arranged our own support but we were in a different room and could only project.
No one could use the computers we were counting on.

8/17/2019 5:19 PM

15 I think it is frustrating that the department meeting times changed so drastically compared to
previous semesters. The department meeting is the most important part of flex day for many
people, and many part-timers come in just for that. However, it is very hard to plan if we don't
know what time the meeting will be until a week beforehand. This was particularly frustrating
because it was held way at the end of the day when flex day usually ends. If such changes are
going to be made, they should be announced ahead of time so people can plan.

8/17/2019 5:08 PM

16 No 8/17/2019 4:49 PM
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Q5 Anything else you would like the PD Committee to keep in mind when
planning future PD days?

Answered: 15 Skipped: 6

# RESPONSES DATE

1 N/A 8/20/2019 6:11 PM

2 Some of the rooms were overbooked that some people were wondering if there are any
changes to the workshop's schedule of the room number and time.

8/19/2019 8:50 AM

3 Canvas 8/18/2019 6:27 PM

4 Please don't have it go longer than 3 pm on a Friday... 8/18/2019 5:34 PM

5 Sometimes we have to go pee. (So we need time to do so.) 8/18/2019 3:21 PM

6 Id rather have it two days at the beginning and now days during the school year- students with
labs and teachers also find this very disruptive

8/18/2019 2:45 PM

7 n/a 8/18/2019 1:28 PM

8 Keep up the great work! Thank you very much! 8/18/2019 9:07 AM

9 Dept & Div mtgs earlier in the day. 8/18/2019 7:39 AM

10 There's been no coherent plan or "development" to PD in my entire career at Peralta/Laney
and, beyond the contractual element, it's unclear to me what the intentions/goals of PD are in
the District/College. This makes the actual bare 4 "days" we devote to PD a year (and I hugely
dislike the day of classes we now lose for this during the semester) a big question for me: why
do they exist and what are they trying to do?

8/17/2019 9:54 PM

11 the bahn mi was fantastic and a much appreciated change from soggy sandwiches; I thank you
from the bottom of my Bahn mi lovin' heart

8/17/2019 6:48 PM

12 Just the attention to detail on timeliness for both hosts and attendees as mentioned above. 8/17/2019 5:57 PM

13 I realize that having to move to COA at the last minute was very hard and you all did a great job
rearranging at the last minute. We thank you for that. We were also asked by the President to
present briefly about Guided Pathways and there was no provision for that at all even though
we had sent slides and stated what we were asked to do. I am sure it was part of the confusion
surrounding the last-minute change in venue but we spent a lot of time preparing for a
presentation that never took place. I know that everything was problematic and, again, you all
rose to the occasion.

8/17/2019 5:19 PM

14 ASK diverse groups to come together and present so we don't just get the same people
presenting over and over. A lot of exciting things are going on, but people are shy to step up.
For example, you could consider asking those who got funding to attend PD events to
contribute at flex day.

8/17/2019 5:08 PM

15 No 8/17/2019 4:49 PM


